
In todays technical world even slurry spreading has taken a big 
leap forward.  Once regarded as a waste product, the nitrogen 
value of slurry has made investment in new technology         
worthwhile. 

Tanlake Flowmetering has many years experience in developing 
Flowmeters to give farmers and contractors accurate information 
about the slurry they are applying to the land.  A further          
consideration is the Environmental pollution that can be prevented 
with careful and measured spreading.   

Once Nitrogen values of slurry have been established, a quick     
calculation will ascertain the application rate to any individual field 
enabling the maximum benefit to be obtained. This information i.e           
flow rate and volume, can be calculated into the acreage covered. 

The data can be calculated either manually or by an in-cab tractor 
computer.  The results can be downloaded to a memory stick and 
transferred to a spreadsheet.          
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  Electronic Flowmetering for Agriculture and Industry 

Tanlake Flowmetering was established in 2006 by John Burnham, 
following many years experience in the industry developing          
flowmeters for agriculture. 
 

In recent years Legislation has become more stringent, and the need 
for accountability is increasingly important and essential to            
Contractors and Farmers alike.                 

                                     
To gain the maximum benefits from using slurry as a fertiliser, but at 
the same time preventing pollution incidents, it is necessary to keep 
accurate and meaningful records.  Flowmetering is an essential tool in 

this modern accountable environment. 
 
With the use of additional instruments, such as in-cab controls and 
GPS Field Mapping, the operator can ensure a precise application and 
download printed information for records, Farm Manure Plans and 
customer use.  These records meet with Environmental Agency      

approval. 
 

Strong links are maintained with Manufacturers to provide technical 
back-up and support thereby giving the customer the best possible 
advice.  Feedback is important and always welcomed. 
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Helping to Protect the Environment 

Biogas Plant Installation 

Krohne fitted to Hi-Spec Tanker 

9 Palmdale Close, Longwell Green, Bristol, BS30 9UH 

Tel: (+44) 01179 322200     e -mail: admin@tanlakeflowmetering.co.uk     www.tanlakeflowmetering.co.uk       

Krohne fitted to SK Trailing Shoe 

The Flowmeters supplied and fitted by Tanlake Flowmetering are extremely versatile and 

have many applications within the Slurry Industry, and of late in the Bio Gas Industry.   

Tanlake has gained a great deal of experience in the retro fitting of Flowmeters within 

the plants particularly between isolated lagoons when there is a need to know volumes 

stored.  However our core business remains with the Farmer and Contractor and also    

working with machinery manufacturers to make them aware of the possible need to fit a  

Flowmeter at a later date.  This applies to Tankers as well as Umbilical equipment. 
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SERVICES WE  OFFER: 

 Comprehensive Stock of 

Spares 

 Purpose Fitted Workshops 

 Flow Testing Facilities 

 Sensorprom Memory Chips 

written 

 Service Exchange Units 

 Insurance Quotations 

 Collection and delivery          

service 

In Line Flowmeter 

 

This application has been  

popular for a number of  

years and is designed to  

stand on the ground close  

to the pump, recording  

Flow and Total Volume.   

Our Products - and some applications 

Suggested Upgrade— Tanlake Flow Monitor  

We have  developed in conjunction with one of our partners, a new and unique in-cab touch 

screen display/controller.  This instrument displays date, time, job identification, together 

with forward speed, flow rate and totaliser, as well as giving an up to date and instant       

application rate in M3/Ha.  All the information is retained in an internal memory and 

downloaded via memory stick.  It is also capable of acting as a flow controller for installation 

on tankers. 

This is a useful addition as it gives early indication of possible pump or pipeline problems. It also converts the 

Flow Rate and Totaliser to  display in both Metric and Imperial measures. Affixes to side window with its own  

suction pad with a 360 degree swivel for precise alignment.  Approximate screen size 120mm x 60m  

Panel Pilot                       

EZ-Guide 250   -  Offers entry 
level guidance and features 
4.3” colour screen with 15 LED 
guidance lights for quick     
feedback in the field.  Enables 
the operator to avoid        
overlapping and ensure even 
coverage.  Several guidance 
patterns available including AB 
and Centre Pivot. 

 

Our Testing Facilities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nitrogen Testing Kit 

Agros kit - this has become the accepted kit for quick 
and economical testing of Nitrogen content in slurry and   
farmyard manure.  Easy to use. Chemical refills available 

ex-stock.  Used by the Environment Agency.     
Official UK Importer 

In-house Testing Facility. 
Health checks on your machine 
for just £50 which includes  
written report. 

Topcon’s X25  

Multi-touch screen 
with  complete in-cab      
precision  control at 
your fingertips. 

This high performance 8” colour display unit 

is well matched to the Krohne Flowmeter 

and provides the user with comprehensive 

information and data, all of which is fully 

downloadable. 
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Tinytag Data Logger—How does this relate to Flowmetering?                                       
The Tinytag can be used on a static installation and will     
accurately record volumes of flow through the meter between 
specified times. For instance if it is set to record once every 

minute it will capture the flow volume data either in graph or 
numeric form and clearly show the total volume passing 
through the Flowmeter every minute. This data is easily 
downloaded on a laptop computer and transfers to an Excel 
sheet for further analysis   

This is a reasonably priced unit which 

connects to the tractor power supply 

in the cab and allows the operator to 

monitor flow rate and total volume 

spread.  Duplicates information shown 

on the Flowmeter screen without the 

operator having to leave the cab to 

take readings.  


